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The existence of crossbowmen at this time is well attested.14 Within a few years, we even find a woman using the weapon, when Judith attacked Henry I, her own father. There is a Norman charter, dated 4th August 1060 which is issued by William I, confirming a donation by Richard de Redvers the castellan of Thimert to the Abbey of St Pkre de Chartres. One of the witnesses is Fulcher the crossbowman. The term used in the charter is arcibalister, which leaves no doubt about the type of weapon. Within a few years of the conquest the crossbow makes its entrance into the chronicles of both the Welsh and the English. In each case, the term arbaleste is used, a new French term for a new weapon. This shows that the English and the Welsh had previously not used the crossbow, but also that the Normans had.



Carmen, pp. 112-5. On Henry 1's daughter see Orderic Vitalis, vi, pp. 2124. For Fulcher, see Fauroux, Recueil, p. 329, no. 147: a charter of William the Conqueror dated 1060 is witnessed by 'Fulcherius arcibalister'. Compare Gruffydd ap Cynan, p. 62 on a Norman crossbowman in 1081; and Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ed. Plummer, ii, p. 215: archers specifically described as 'Frenchmen' created a disturbance at Canterbury in 1083, shooting arrows from the gallery into the cross over the altar, and killing three monks. Brown, 'Battle of Hastings', pp. 1-21, is the best modern account ofthe battle. The main sources include William of Poitiers, pp. 183-205; the Bayeux Tapestry; and William ofJumieges, pp. 134-5; 196-7. 24



T h e Tactical R o l e of the Archers at Hastings And so to battle, and indeed to Battle: the most famous military. site in England, and one of the best documented of medieval conflicts.25 This is the first time in a medieval battle that the role of the archers can be examined in depth. Harold Godwinson had seized the English throne, vacated by the childless Edward the Confessor. In 1066 he faced two invasions. The first was made by Harald Hardrada in conjunction with Harold Godwinson's brother, Tostig. The latter's interest in regaining his northern earldom of Northumbria, led him to throw in his lot with the Norwegian king. As we have seen, Harold Godwinson marched north with great speed and defeated his enemies at Stamford Bridge. Harald Hardrada and Tostig were killed. N o sooner had Harold Godwinson triumphed at Stamford Bridge, than his other great rival, William of Normandy, appeared on the south coast, ravaging the Godwin family lands in Sussex. Harold moved with speed to deal with the new, though long-expected, threat from Normandy. This time he failed to take his enemy by surprise. William had been warned by his own scouts, and made his preparations on the night of Friday 13th October. He marched northwards in the early hours of Saturday 14th, to confront the English some seven miles from the coast on the road from London. The Normans breasted the rise of Telham Hill, and the two armies faced each other over a distance of two miles apart. Harold Godwinson immediately formed his forces upon the eminently suitable ridge
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